Layer 5 thick tufted pyramidal cells (TTCs) in the neocortex are particularly electrically complex, owing to their highly excitable dendrites. The interplay between dendritic nonlinearities and recurrent cortical microcircuit activity in shaping network response is largely unknown. We simulated detailed conductance-based models of TTCs forming recurrent microcircuits that were interconnected as found experimentally; the network was embedded in a realistic background synaptic activity. TTCs microcircuits significantly amplified brief thalamocortical inputs; this cortical gain was mediated by back-propagation activated N-methyl-D-aspartate depolarizations and dendritic back-propagation-activated Ca 2+ spike firing, ignited by the coincidence of thalamic-activated somatic spike and local dendritic synaptic inputs, originating from the cortical microcircuit. Surprisingly, dendritic nonlinearities in TTCs microcircuits linearly multiplied thalamic inputs-amplifying them while maintaining input selectivity. Our findings indicate that dendritic nonlinearities are pivotal in controlling the gain and the computational functions of TTCs microcircuits, which serve as a dominant output source for the neocortex.
Introduction
The response of neurons in the intact brain is dynamically influenced both by the local recurrent circuit activity and by nonlinear dendritic properties (Ben-Yishai et al. 1995; Liu et al. 2007; Takahashi and Magee 2009; Buesing et al. 2011; Larkum 2012; Xu et al. 2012; Li, Ibrahim et al. 2013; Reimann et al. 2013; Vaidya and Johnston 2013) . This is particularly true for an important class of cortical neurons, the layer 5 (L5) thick tufted pyramidal cells (TTCs), as their dendritic tree is highly excitable (see below). Yet, the interplay between network activity due to recurrent connections and dendritic nonlinearity, and their combined effect on networks dynamics, is not well understood.
Previous studies of the modulation of response to sensory stimulus due to recurrent network activity considered network of L4 cells, which were thought to be the primary targets of thalamocortical axons (Gilbert and Wiesel 1979; Douglas and Martin 2004) . In recent years, however, in vivo experiments have demonstrated a substantial direct thalamic input onto the perisomatic region of TTCs, resulting in postsynaptic potentials (PSPs) and spike latencies that were as early as those recorded in cells from L4 (Heimel et al. 2005; de Kock et al. 2007; Meyer et al. 2010; Constantinople and Bruno 2013) . Therefore, investigation of the response of TTC network to direct thalamic input is highly relevant and presently lacking. Several recent experimental studies of excitatory cells in L4 in vivo indicate that, during auditory or visual sensation, the recurrent cortical network amplifies the response of these cells to thalamic input without changing their stimulus selectivity (Liu et al. 2007; Li, Ibrahim et al. 2013; Lien and Scanziani 2013) . Previous theoretical studies showed that recurrent activity among cells that are similarly tuned to a stimulus property, such as visual orientation, could increase the response gain of the cells, thereby amplifying the response to thalamic input as well as sharpening the response selectivity or increasing signal-to-noise ratio (Ben-Yishai et al. 1995; Douglas et al. 1995; Suarez et al. 1995; Chance et al. 1999) . In both the experimental and theoretical studies mentioned above, the contribution of dendritic excitability to the response modulation was not considered.
The major dendritic nonlinearities in TTCs involve Ca 2+ spikes at the main bifurcation of the apical dendrites (Helmchen et al. 1999; Larkum and Zhu 2002; Xu et al. 2012 ) and N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) spikes in thin branches of the apical and basal dendritic trees (Schiller et al. 2000; Rhodes 2006; Larkum et al. 2009; Polsky et al. 2009 ). Previous studies showed that NMDA spikes could amplify the cell's response as well as sharpen its selectivity (Lavzin et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2013; Palmer et al. 2014) . NMDA conductance, in general, can act more locally to lower the threshold for Ca 2+ spike generation (Schiller and Schiller 2001; Polsky et al. 2004; Larkum et al. 2009 ). Ca 2+ spikes are longer and of higher amplitude than NMDA spikes. Recent in vivo experimental studies showed that disinhibiting the apical dendrites in TTCs drastically increases their response gain to somatosensory stimulation, in correlation with the dendritic Ca 2+ signal (Murayama et al. 2009; Palmer et al. 2012) . These findings complement earlier in vitro evidence for the influence of dendritic Ca 2+ spikes on the frequency-current gain (Larkum et al. 2004 ). The effect of dendritic Ca 2+ spikes on the cell's output (axonal) firing is particularly evident under coincident inputs to the soma and the distal apical dendrite, which correspond, respectively, to the thalamic (bottom-up) input and cortical (top-down or local) input that these cells receive in the intact brain (Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Constantinople and Bruno 2013) . The coincidence of these 2 input sources triggers back-propagation-activated Ca 2+ spike (BAC) firing in vitro (Larkum et al. 1999) , which has been suggested to serve for neural computations such as cortical associations (Larkum 2012) .
The involvement of dendritic Ca 2+ spikes during coincidence of different streams of inputs was demonstrated experimentally in other brain regions as well. In the hippocampus, in vitro studies showed that coincident stimuli arriving at different regions of the dendrites triggered a Ca 2+ plateau potential whose duration was correlated with synaptic potentiation (Ta-kahashi and Magee 2009). During active whisking, the coincidence of motor and sensory input streams in L5 pyramidal cells triggers dendritic Ca 2+ signals that are correlated with dendritic plateau potentials (Xu et al. 2012) .
Several recent studies suggested that cortical networks may be regarded as composed of relatively small functional microcircuits, of tens to hundreds of cells (Perin et al. 2011) . Connectivity in the cortex is not random, but rather involves a higher occurrence of interconnected microcircuits (or motifs) than expected by chance (Song et al. 2005; Perin et al. 2011) , as well as a higher probability of connectivity between cells that share common inputs Kampa et al. 2006) or have a similar stimulus preference (Ko et al. 2011) . Moreover, studies showed that cortical connectivity depends also on cell type Anderson et al. 2010) . These studies indicated the existence of distinct microcircuits, which may act as functional modules. Understanding how such local cortical modules operate contributes to the understanding of the computational capabilities and function of larger networks composed of such modules (Traub et al. 2005; Douglas and Martin 2007; Heinzle et al. 2007 Heinzle et al. , 2010 Buonomano and Maass 2009; Litvak and Ullman 2009; Papoutsi et al. 2013) .
In order to explore the combined contribution of both the recurrent cortical network activity and of dendritic excitability to the modulation of thalamocortical inputs, we simulated cortical microcircuits composed of detailed TTCs, using the novel detailed model for TTCs that we had recently developed (Hay et al. 2011) . These local cortical networks were immersed in the context of in vivo-like background activity. We show that the modulation of response in TTC microcircuits by recurrent activity following somatic ("bottom up") input relies heavily on back-propagating action potential (BAP) boosting of dendritic excitatory postsynaptic potentials (EPSPs), triggering NMDA currents, and BAC firing. Namely, the dendritic properties of TTCs had a significant role in shaping the dynamical response of the local excitatory network. Using orientation tuning as an example, we illustrated the possible functional meaning of these 2 mechanisms for modulating the response of excitatory cortical networks.
Materials and Methods
Single-Cell Model Each TTC in the microcircuit was represented using the detailed conductance-based model that we have recently developed (Hay et al. 2011) . This model exhibited somatic Na + spike firing, dendritic Ca 2+ spike, BAP due to dendritic Na + channels and a burst of somatic Na + spikes in response to the coincidence depolarization to the soma and the apical tuft (the BAC firing, see Larkum et al. 1999) . The modeled microcircuit in the present study was composed of N = 1-150 of these modeled cells, all identical in their morphology and biophysical properties.
Background Synaptic Input
In order to simulate the circuit in the context of in vivo activity, we randomly distributed 10 000 excitatory synapses and 2500 inhibitory synapses on each TTC model as suggested by previous careful estimates in cat neurons (Binzegger et al. 2004) . We note that possible difference in estimates for rat neurons due to a difference in cell size were not crucial for our investigation, as it could be compensated for by changing the ratio of the inhibitory and excitatory conductances. Every excitatory synapse included a combination of NMDAand AMPA-dependent conductances as well as unified short-term plasticity dynamics (Ramaswamy et al. 2012) , with equal maximal conductance (Sarid et al. 2007 ). The rise time constant of NMDA conductance was 2 ms and its decay time constant was 65 ms (Rhodes 2006) . The rise time constant of AMPA conductance was 0.3 ms and its decay time constant was 3 ms (Hestrin 1992) . The inhibitory synapses were of the GABA A type. The rise time constant of GABA A conductance was 1 ms and its decay time constant was 20 ms (Salin and Prince 1996; Gidon and Segev 2012) . The reversal potentials of the excitatory and inhibitory synapses were 0 and −80 mV, respectively (Destexhe et al. 1994) , and the resting potential of the modeled cells was −80 mV. Both inhibitory and excitatory synapses had probabilistic release with short-term plasticity (Ramaswamy et al. 2012) . The mechanism accounting for the combined AMPA and NMDA currents had a short-term depression, with a release probability (U) of 0.6, time constant of recovery from depression (D) of 800 ms and time constant of recovery from facilitation (F) of 0 ms (Tsodyks and Markram 1997; Fuhrmann et al. 2002) . The inhibitory synapses were depressing as well, with U = 0.25, D = 800 ms, and F = 0 ms (Gupta et al. 2000) . We set the maximal inhibitory synapse conductance to 1 nS, yielding an average somatic inhibitory postsynaptic potential (IPSP) amplitude of −0.6 mV at holding membrane potential of −70 mV for an inhibitory connection consisting of 12 synaptic contacts (Silberberg and Markram 2007) . The maximal conductance for NMDA-and AMPA-receptors was 0.4 nS, yielding an average EPSP amplitude of 0.6 mV at the resting potential (Song et al. 2005; Thomson and Lamy 2007; Perin et al. 2011) for an excitatory connection (single TTC axon) making 5 synaptic contacts on a single target TTC dendrite . Background presynaptic trains of action potentials (APs) followed a Poisson distribution, with average firing rate of 0.72 Hz for the excitatory synapses (Heimel et al. 2005 ) and 7 Hz for the inhibitory synapses (Gentet et al. 2010) . These settings yielded a spontaneous firing rate of 3.1 ± 0.5 Hz in unconnected TTCs (microcircuit size N = 1), and 4.3 ± 1.5 Hz in the TTCs composing microcircuits of size N = 150, both on the order of magnitude found in vivo (Heimel et al. 2005; Olsen et al. 2012 ). In addition, this setting yielded a normal distribution of the subthreshold membrane potential, with mean of −63 mV and standard deviation of 3 mV, in agreement with experimental measurements in awake animals (Constantinople and Bruno 2011) .
Microcircuit Connectivity
TTCs were connected to each other with a probability P = 0.13 for unidirectional connections and a probability of P rcp = 0.06 for reciprocal connections (Song et al. 2005) . Reciprocal connections were 1.5 times stronger (larger synaptic conductance) than unidirectional connections (Song et al. 2005) . The delay between presynaptic AP onset at soma and beginning of postsynaptic EPSP was 1 ms . Each connection consisted of 5 synaptic contacts of the NMDA/AMPA type (modeled as for the excitatory background connections described above), except that these synapses were facilitating, with U = 0.25, D = 0 ms, F = 0 ms (Reyes and Sakmann 1999; Frick et al. 2007; Williams and Atkinson 2007) . Although studies showed that synaptic locations between TTCs tend to contact the basal and oblique dendrites, they can occur all along the dendritic tree of the postsynaptic cell ). We thus distributed the different synaptic contacts from the presynaptic microcircuit cells randomly on each postsynaptic cell. In gathering firing statistics for microcircuits of size N, we simulated 4 different random microcircuits for each case. The microcircuits differed in the connectivity between TTCs, in the synaptic locations of connections between TTCs and in the presynaptic trains of the background input impinging on each TTC. We did not analyze microcircuits of size larger than N = 150 cells, since under the conditions of the present study the spontaneous rate in such microcircuits diverged significantly from the experimentally measured spontaneous rate.
Post-Stimulus Time Histogram
In producing post-stimulus time histogram (PSTH), we binned the simulated voltage traces of all cells within the network to bins of 5 ms. Each bin received a value of 1 if it contained a spike onset or a value of 0 otherwise.
Visual Orientation Selectivity
We emulated stimuli of different visual orientations by using different amplitudes of the brief (5 ms) depolarizing pulse injected to the soma of all modeled cells, between 0 nA (corresponding to no bottom-up thalamic input, or the "null orientation") to 1.4 nA (our default amplitude in this study, which induced exactly 1 extra spike in all microcircuit cells, and corresponded to "preferred orientation"). The spike response rates in the null and preferred orientations were on the order of magnitude seen experimentally (Van Hooser 2007) . The intermediate pulse amplitudes were 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6 nA, yielding response rates within the circuit that spanned the range between the responses to the null and the preferred orientations. We then derived the corresponding stimulus orientation angles, using a Gaussian response curve that had half-width at half-height of 29°, in agreement with experimental statistics (Van Hooser 2007) . The center of the response curve corresponded to the preferred orientation, which was arbitrarily assigned to be 90°. To quantify the orientation selectivity we used 2 measures, the halfwidth at half-height and the selectivity index, which is the ratio between the second and first Fourier components of the orientation curve (Ringach et al. 2002) . We note that the choice of emulating stimuli with brief currents rather than detailed synaptic input served to (i) trigger a somatic spike robustly and (ii) keep the analysis at the fundamental level of response-current (f-I), thereby allowing our findings to benefit from being general and not tied to specific assumptions regarding the synaptic input.
All simulations were conducted using NEURON (Carnevale and Hines 2006) , running on a grid of 60 Sun X4100 AMD 64 bit Opteron dual core (240 cores in total), running Linux 2.6. Average runtime of each microcircuit simulation (of N neurons using N cores) was 30 min. The simulation code is available at ModelDB (Hines et al. 2004) .
Results
In order to study network dynamics within a realistic recurrent network of TTCs, we connected microcircuits composed of 1-150 detailed TTCs models (see Materials and Methods). Figure 1A illustrates an example microcircuit of 50 cells, with unidirectional (black lines) and reciprocal (red lines) connection probabilities as found experimentally (see Materials and Methods). In addition to connections from the microcircuit, each cell received random Poisson background inhibitory and excitatory synaptic inputs that caused it to fire spontaneously at an acceptable range of rates in all of the microcircuit sizes we examined (Fig. 1B) . Unconnected cells (microcircuit size N = 1) fired spontaneously at 3.1 ± 0.5 Hz, and cells in microcircuits of size N = 150 fired spontaneously at 4.3 ± 1.5 Hz, both within the experimental range as found in the neocortex (see Materials and Methods). An example of the spontaneous firing is shown in Figure 1C .
We were first interested in the activity in cells following a single somatic spike induced synchronously in all cells. We therefore applied a brief (5 ms) suprathreshold somatic input of 1.4 nA to all cells in the circuit (example trace is depicted in Fig. 1D ). Single (unconnected) cells responded to this somatic input with a single spike locked to the stimulus time, t = 0, with no subsequent increase in firing rate above the base rate ( Fig. 2A) . In contrast, in microcircuits of 150 cells, the somatic stimuli triggered increased activity in the circuit for duration of ∼70 ms, after which the activity returned to baseline rate (Fig. 2B) . We focused the analysis on a time window of 50 ms following stimulus onset (t = 0-50 ms), and calculated the average firing rate in microcircuits of N = 150 cells to be 47.1 ± 3.9 Hz for this time window. The average response firing rate in single unconnected cells during the 50 ms window was 22.1 ± 0.7 Hz.
In order to determine the extent by which dendritic excitability contributed to the microcircuit activity, we examined similar microcircuits in which particular dendritic channels or NMDA receptors were removed. We note that removing NMDA receptors was done by setting the rise and decay time constants of the NMDA component in the excitatory synapse mechanism to be infinitesimally small. In addition, when we removed NMDA receptors we increased the maximal excitatory conductance to keep the spontaneous rates unchanged. Removing dendritic Na + channels essentially abolished the prolonged increase in network activity after the first induced spike, so that the average response in microcircuits of N = 150 cells was 24.7 ± 1 Hz (Fig. 2C) , only slightly higher than the response of unconnected cells (22.1 ± 0.7 Hz). Removing dendritic Ca 2+ channels reduced the microcircuit response to 41.1 ± 2.8 Hz (Fig. 2D, red curve) , a 13% decrease of the rate compared with control conditions (see above). Removing only high-voltageactivated dendritic Ca 2+ channels resulted in a similar effect (Fig. 2D, green curve) , whereas removing low-voltage-activated dendritic Ca 2+ channels had no significant effect (not shown). Blocking Na + channels or NMDA receptors had a similar effect, abolishing the prolonged increase in network activity after the second spike (Fig. 2D , purple and blue, respectively). This limited recurrent activity in the microcircuits with nonexcitable dendrites is expected due to their small size and the low connection probability between cells, and since all TTCs in the connected network receive simultaneous somatic input (as single additional spike), which could not propagate effectively through the network due to the refractoriness in all cells 2+ channels, green curve; both high-and low-voltage-gated Ca 2+ channels, red curve; Na + channels, purple curve) or NMDA receptors on both basal and apical dendrites (blue curve). The instantaneous rate was measured in a time window of 50 ms following stimulus onset.
following this spike. We note that removal of dendritic Ca 2+ and Na + channels reduced spontaneous firing (2.6 ± 0.5 Hz compared with 4.3 ± 1.5 Hz in control conditions in microcircuits of 150 cells). However, both of these rates were within the physiological range (see Materials and Methods). We also note that the variability in response or spontaneous firing rate is as observed in vivo (Heimel et al. 2005) .
The recurrent activity and dendritic excitability in microcircuits of N = 150 cells with fully excitable dendrites resulted in a response rate that was 2.3 times larger than the response rate of single (unconnected) cells with no dendritic Na + channels (47.1 ± 3.9 Hz vs. 20.3 ± 0.4 Hz, Fig. 2D ). The response rate increased supralinearly as a function of the number of cells in the microcircuit (Fig. 2D, black curve) , but increased only little with the number of cells in microcircuits with nonexcitable dendrites (Fig. 2D , purple or blue curves). Taken together, these results demonstrate that both dendritic excitability and microcircuit recurrent activity contributed to the observed modulation of response rate. From Figure 2D it is apparent that the dendritic nonlinearity has a major role in enhancing network activity following simultaneous suprathreshold somatic stimulation (mimicking a brief perisomatic thalamic input).
We investigated further the involvement of dendritic voltage-dependent ion channels and NMDA receptors in shaping the network firing response, by examining dendritic and somatic voltage traces in microcircuits of N = 150 cells. For an exemplar cell (Fig. 3A) in control conditions, following the brief somatic/thalamic input, there was a large depolarization at the main apical bifurcation, which lasted ∼70 ms after the somatic stimulus has ended. This dendritic depolarization was typically accompanied by a burst of 2 additional spikes at the soma. The dendritic depolarization was in the order of magnitude and duration of Ca 2+ spikes during BAC firing observed in vitro (Larkum et al. 1999 (Larkum et al. , 2004 Hay et al. 2011 ). The addition of 2 somatic spikes with a short interspike interval (<30 ms) was typical to BAC firing as well. When dendritic Ca 2+ channels were removed, the dendritic depolarization was reduced considerably and so was one of the additional somatic Na + spikes (Fig. 3B) , thereby confirming that the dendritic depolarization and increase in somatic response were mediated partly by the voltage-gated dendritic Ca 2+ channels. When NMDA receptors were also removed, the dendritic depolarization was abolished and with it the additional somatic Na + spike (Fig. 3C) . The remaining dendritic depolarization was due to the EPSPs coming from the microcircuit. Removing only dendritic Na + channels was sufficient to abolish the dendritic depolarization and somatic spikes (Fig. 3D) . Taken together, these results show that in control conditions the BAP (mediated by dendritic Na + channels) triggered NMDA depolarization and BAC firing, in agreement with recent studies ).
Characterizing the contribution and nonlinear nature of dendritic phenomena is harder under synaptic noise than it is in quiescent conditions. Nevertheless, a distribution of the dendritic voltage integral over t = 0-50 ms, in microcircuits of 150 cells receiving simultaneous somatic input, illustrates the dendritic events during network activity (Fig. 3E) . In control conditions, there was a large dendritic depolarization whose magnitude in the different cells exhibited a bimodal distribution with one peak ∼500 mV ms and another peak ∼1300 mV ms, indicating a strong supralinear dendritic event in some of the cells (Fig. 3E, black curve) . Particularly large integral values (>800 mV ms) occurred in 55% of the cells and reflected dendritic depolarization with duration and magnitude typical of Ca 2+ spikes, such as seen in Figure 3A . Apparently, for these cells, the input conditions (both spatially and temporally) happened to be favorable for triggering of strong dendritic nonlinearities. When dendritic Ca 2+ channels were removed, the distribution of dendritic voltage integral was unimodal and Figure 3 . Microcircuit response involves strong dendritic nonlinearities. (A) Voltage traces at the soma (black) and at the apical main bifurcation (650 μm from the soma, red, see scheme in Fig. 1B ) of an exemplar cell. The cell was part of a microcircuit of size N = 150 cells, receiving a brief suprathreshold somatic input to all circuit cells in control conditions. Somatic stimulus at t = 0 is indicated by black bar below the trace. The area under the dendritic voltage response, for t = 0-50 ms, is shaded in red. (B-D) Same as (A), but for the cases when the dendritic Ca 2+ channels were removed (B), or also NMDA receptors were removed (C), or only dendritic Na + channels were removed (D). (E) Distribution of the integral of the membrane depolarization at the apical main bifurcation over the 50 ms time window in all cells from microcircuits of 150 cells from 4 different randomized simulations (n = 600 cells for each curve, see Materials and Methods), receiving simultaneous somatic input, under control conditions (solid black curve), when dendritic Ca 2+ channels were removed (red curve), when also NMDA channels were removed (blue curve), or when only dendritic Na + channels were removed (purple curve). The distribution for unconnected cells under control conditions is shown by the dashed black curve (n = 400 cells). The bimodal distribution for the solid black curve indicates nonlinear dendritic events. 700 mV ms on average (Fig. 3E, red curve) . When NMDA receptors were also removed, or when dendritic Na + ion channels alone were removed, the dendritic depolarization average was reduced to 100 mV ms and was never >700 mV ms, indicating a weak and essentially linear dendritic electrical behavior (Fig. 3E , blue and purple curves, respectively). For unconnected cells, where there was no significant activity beyond the induced somatic spike ( Fig. 2A) , most cells showed a unimodal distribution of dendritic voltage integral, centered ∼100 mV ms as well. A large dendritic depolarization occurred only rarely in unconnected cells (in <3% of the cells), when the background input itself happened to be sufficient for triggering BAC firing (Fig. 3E, dashed black curve) .
As not all cells in a cortical circuit are likely to receive the thalamic input at the exact same time, we examined the effect of temporal noise in the input on our results, by applying a random jitter of 10 ms to the somatic stimulus onset (i.e., the onset could be at any time point between t = 0 and t = 10 ms). Figure 4A shows a raster plot and PSTH in microcircuits of 150 cells under this noisy condition. A clear difference from the non-noisy condition (Fig. 2B ) was the absence of uniform spiking across all cells at time t = 0 ms, since the somatic stimulus could occur anywhere between 0 and 10 ms. The response rate in microcircuits of 150 cells was 2.1 times larger than the response rate of isolated cells with no dendritic Na + channels (43.2 ± 2.8 Hz vs. 20.5 ± 0.4 Hz, Fig. 4B ). Therefore, even under temporal noise in the thalamic input, the modulation of response rate due to dendritic nonlinearities and recurrent network activity remained robust and similar in magnitude to the amplification in control conditions (without jitter). As before, the contribution of both dendritic excitability and recurrent connectivity were necessary for the observed modulation, since the response was low in single cells or in microcircuits of cells with nonexcitable dendrites (compare Figs 2D and 4B) . Dendritic nonlinearities and BAC firing occurred in the noisy input condition as well, as demonstrated by the bimodal distribution of dendritic depolarization integral (Fig. 4C , solid black curve). The portion of cells exhibiting large dendritic depolarizations (dendritic integral >800 mV ms) was slightly reduced, 44% compared with 55% in the nonjittering case (see above). As in the nonjittering case, removing dendritic Ca 2+ channels abolished BAC firing in connected cells (Fig. 4C, red curve) , and removing dendritic Na + channels abolished the dendritic depolarization (Fig. 4C, purple curve) . Similarly, for jittery input, unconnected cells (microcircuit size N = 1) showed only a negligible modulation of response rate due to dendritic excitability (Fig. 4B ) and did not commonly exhibit BAC firing or NMDA depolarizations (Fig. 4C , dashed black curve).
We have also examined the case where only part the microcircuits of 150 cells received the thalamic input (Fig. 5) . In the fully excitable network, the response rate increased linearly with number of cells activated (Fig. 5B ). Figure 5B also shows that dendritic nonlinearity kicks in even when a small percentage of the cells are activated via the thalamic input (compare black and color lines).
The computational consequence of the response modulation due dendritic excitability and recurrent activity depicted above could be utilized for amplifying and/or shaping the response selectivity of the cortical cells to the thalamic input Liu et al. 2007; Li, Ibrahim et al. 2013; Lien and Scanziani 2013) . We examined these possibilities using our TTCs network by emulating a visual input of different orientations arriving from the thalamus. Different visual orientations were emulated by varying the amplitude of the brief (5 ms) pulse representing thalamic input (see Materials and Methods). In control conditions with excitable dendrites, the response in microcircuits of 150 cells was amplified by a factor of 2.3 compared with the response of single unconnected cells (Fig. 6A , solid vs. dashed black curves). However, there was no change in selectivity (in the shape of the tuning curve) of the cells (Fig. 6B , solid vs. dashed black curves). Namely, the network had a multiplicative effect which scaled the tuning curve similarly for all input angles.
We quantified the selectivity in each case using half-width at half-height, which characterizes the selectivity around the preferred orientation; and also used a selectivity index, which is a more global measure of selectivity (see Materials and Methods). In both cases, cells had an average tuning half-width at half-height of 29°, around a preferred angle (arbitrarily assigned to be 90°). The selectivity index was slightly smaller in unconnected cells compared with that in microcircuits of 150 cells (0.45 vs. 0.53, respectively), due to the reduction in the Figure 4 . Modulation of network response by recurrent activity and dendritic excitability is robust to temporal noise in the thalamic input. (A) Raster plot (top) and PSTH (bottom) for microcircuits of 150 cells, receiving brief suprathreshold somatic input, with a random jitter of 0-10 ms in the onset of the somatic stimulus. (B) Response of cells in microcircuits of size N = 1-150 receiving somatic input with 0-10 ms jitter, in control conditions (black curve) and when dendritic Ca 2+ or Na + channels were removed (red and purple curves). (C) Distribution of voltage integral at the main apical bifurcation in all cells from microcircuits of 150 cells (n = 600), receiving jittered somatic input, under control conditions (solid black curve) and when dendritic Ca 2+ or Na + channels were removed (red and purple curves). The distribution of dendritic integral for unconnected cells is given by the dashed black curve (n = 400). difference between normalized responses to preferred and null orientations.
Interestingly, when dendritic Na + channels were removed, the amplification was abolished and the average tuning curve in microcircuits 150 cells was broadened in a nonuniform manner (Fig. 6A,B, purple curve) . The central part of the curve (around the preferred orientation) flattened out, resulting in microcircuit that responded similarly to all angles between 70°a nd 110°. The tuning half-width at half-height increased from 29°to 39°. The global selectivity index was only slightly reduced in that case (0.48 compared with 0.53 in control), due to the sharpness of the curve. Therefore, removal of excitable channels from the dendrites in microcircuits of 150 cells resulted in a general decrease of 35% in selectivity as well as in a complete abolishment of selectivity for angles within 20°from the original preferred orientation. In contrast, removing dendritic channels in single unconnected cells did not change their selectivity (not shown). The small and broad amplification due to recurrent microcircuit activity in the case of removed dendritic Na + channels leveled off ∼22 Hz (Fig. 6A , purple curve). Thus, the recurrent activity brought to threshold all the cells in which non-preferred angles (weaker thalamic stimuli) were insufficient to trigger firing, resulting in all microcircuit cells firing a single AP (equivalent to an average response rate of ∼20 Hz in the 50 ms time window) for a broad range of angles around the preferred orientation. As noted above, recurrent activity alone (without dendritic excitability) was not effective for triggering more than a single spike per cell for reasons of spike refractoriness and low probability of connections between cells in the microcircuit. Therefore, in the amplification of response by cortical microcircuits, dendritic excitability was crucial for amplifying the response rate in a manner that maintained the stimulus selectivity induced in the single cells. Removing dendritic Ca 2+ channels partly decreased the amplification and increased the tuning width (Fig. 6A,B , red curve), whereas removing also NMDA receptors further broadened the tuning width to a similar extent seen when removing dendritic Na + channels (Fig. 6A ,B, blue curve). In this case, the top part of the curve was not flattened, indicating that dendritic Na + channels contributed directly to the boosting of somatic response near the preferred orientations.
The involvement of dendritic excitability in counteracting the broad amplification due to recurrent activity was also evident by the relation between probability of attaining large dendritic depolarization (dendritic voltage integral >800 mV ms, either via NMDA or BAC firing) and the stimulus orientation in microcircuits of 150 cells (Fig. 6C) . At the preferred orientation (90°) the probability to attain large dendritic depolarization was 55%, and dropped almost linearly to a low probability of 1% at orientations further away than 45°from the preferred orientation. This indicated that dendritic excitability amplified the response to a larger extent as the stimulus orientation was closer to the preferred orientation. Indeed, assuming a burst of 3 APs during BAC firing, the predicted response rate due to this increase in the probability of large dendritic depolarization accounted well for the sharp selectivity compared with that in the nonexcitable dendrites case (Fig. 6D , green line vs. purple line).
Simulating the thalamic input using EPSP shaped somatic current (rather than a brief current pulse), with decay time constant of 5 ms (Constantinople and Bruno 2013) , or replacing the somatic stimulus by a combination of somatic stimulus and dendritic stimulus at the main bifurcation did not significantly change the results (not shown). We note that since the amplification effect is roughly proportional to the change in the gain between maximal and minimal response, the magnitude of amplification should vary with microcircuit size as the response rates shown in Figure 2D .
Discussion
By analyzing recurrent microcircuits of detailed interconnected L5 thick tufted cells receiving thalamic input, we provided the first indication that dendritic excitability contributes significantly to the network modulation of the response to bottom-up (thalamic) input. We showed that a significant part of this modulation was mediated by BAP triggering NMDA nonlinearities as well as BAC firing (Larkum et al. 1999; Stuart and Hausser 2001) due to coincidence of the spike induced by the thalamic input and the intracortical (dendritic) input arising from the local cortical microcircuit of cells with similar stimulus preference. We show that this enhanced response due to dendritic nonlinearity could serve as a mechanism for linear multiplication of thalamocortical signals-amplifying the response to the bottom-up input while maintaining the cells' selectivity (the shape of their tuning curve).
Cortical amplification had been estimated experimentally only in excitatory cells from L4. These cells are not known to generate the BAC firing phenomenon, however, they exhibit dendritic NMDA spikes and are recurrently connected similarly to L5 TTCs (Thomson and Lamy 2007; Lavzin et al. 2012 ). Recent experimental studies estimated that the recurrent cortical activity amplifies the response rate of L4 cells to thalamic input by a factor of 2-3 without changing the response selectivity Li, Ibrahim et al. 2013; Lien and Scanziani 2013) . Whether this amplification in L4 involves NMDA spikes and/or fine-tuned inhibition (see below) in addition to recurrent excitatory microcircuit activity remains to be determined. Our simulations show that recurrent activity in microcircuits of 150 TTCs resulted in a similar amplification of the response rate (factor of 2.3, unchanged stimulus selectivity), and that the default mode of this amplification relies on dendritic nonlinearities (NMDA and BAC firing). Microcircuits of this size were capable of supplying the dendritic input necessary to trigger BAC firing following a single somatic spike induced by thalamic input. Both NMDA and dendritic Na + channels were necessary for the amplification. Thus, the somatic Na + spike back-propagated into the dendrites and summated with the dendritic input arriving from other microcircuit cells, triggering NMDA-mediated depolarization and a local dendritic Ca 2+ spike which, in turn, gave rise to a high-frequency burst of additional Na + spikes at the soma, as previously characterized in vitro (Larkum et al. 1999 (Larkum et al. , 2004 . Without dendritic excitability, small networks of several hundred cortical cells were capable of only negligible and nonspecific amplification of the single-cell response when isolated, broadening of the response selectivity by nearly 40% (Fig. 6) . Thus, our results indicate that dendritic excitability increases the computational power of cortical networks, and in particular is crucial for boosting the activity in microcircuits of similar stimulus preference while maintaining the response selectivity.
The involvement of active dendritic conductance in cortical dynamics is also predicted by recent work on local field potential in a simulated large-scale cortical circuit (Reimann et al. 2013) . Future advances in experimental techniques should enable to selectively block dendritic excitability in the intact brain and thus test our prediction regarding the multiplicative role of dendritic excitability. We note that this mode of cortical modulation could be effectively tuned by targeted dendritic inhibition, for example, inhibition that preferably blocks the dendritic Ca 2+ spike (Gidon and Segev 2012) . The important role of NMDA currents in modulating cellular response is consistent with previous studies (Schiller et al. 2000; Losonczy and Magee 2006; Lavzin et al. 2012; Smith et al. 2013) . Although the feedforward inhibition was sufficient to restrain the microcircuits, it is possible that recurrent inhibition in the simulated microcircuit may restrain the circuit activity sufficiently to necessitate an even larger involvement of NMDA nonlinearities for boosting BAC firing ). Future studies should explore this possibility by including recurrent inhibition, such as Martinotti interneurons, which form a disynaptic loop with pyramidal cells (Silberberg and Markram 2007) . We expect that the main effect of such inclusion would require the activation of larger microcircuits to achieve the same amplification we have observed here. Indeed, large microcircuits under our simplified simulations had an abnormally large spontaneous rate, which would therefore be better restrained by recurrent inhibition. In addition, the tuft-targeting Martinotti cells would allow for a distinct modulation of the contribution of NMDA versus BAC firing to the microcircuit computation.
Detailed understanding of network dynamics in the real biological circuits is largely lacking. For this reason, we have constructed in the present study a simpler network module consisting of local L5 excitatory microcircuit, realistically connected, while simplifying the contribution of the larger network by assuming stochastic background input with reasonable excitatory and inhibitory background synapses, which reproduces the experimentally observed spontaneous firing in TTCs. In our simulations, as in previous studies of recurrent microcircuits , background forward inhibition was sufficient to restrain the level of activity in microcircuits that included up to 150 cells. Anatomical and functional studies indicate that the cortical network indeed contains clusters of cells of that size (Perin et al. 2011 ). Since our microcircuits of 150 cells produced an amplification similar to that observed experimentally in L4, it is possible that the effective local cortical activation involves a similar number of cells. The involvement of finely tailored targeted inhibition, disinhibition, or even neuromodulation (Palmer et al. 2012; Haider et al. 2013; Pfeffer et al. 2013; Polack et al. 2013) should be examined. Future theoretical studies should, therefore, increase the complexity of the network to include feedback inhibition via modeled inhibitory cells (Druckmann et al. 2007 ). Of particular interest are inhibitory cells that target the distal dendrites in TTCs and thus influencing the coupling between somatic and dendritic spikes (Murayama et al. 2009; Gidon and Segev 2012) . In addition, inclusion of GABA B receptors, which were shown to modulate voltage-gated Ca 2+ channels (Chalifoux and Carter 2011) , will allow for further investigation of means to fine-tune the microcircuit amplification and computation, for example, by switching from full-amplification to partial amplification by NMDA only, similarly to what we have shown by blocking Ca 2+ channels and NMDA receptors. The response modulation was robust to temporal jitter (of 10 ms) of the thalamic stimulus. This thalamic jitter is on the order of magnitude observed in most cortical layers during response in vivo (Heimel et al. 2005) . Indeed, previous studies show that the highly synchronous thalamic input (Bruno and Sakmann 2006) results in synchronous intracortical inputs (Bruno 2011) and should not involve a large jitter. The robustness of our findings under realistic noisy conditions indicates the robustness of EPSP boosting by BAP as well as BAC firing under such expected jittery conditions in the intact brain, and complements experimental estimates of a time window of 20-30 ms in which the coincident (somatic plus dendritic) stimuli reduce the threshold for the generation of dendritic Ca 2+ spike (Larkum et al. 1999 (Larkum et al. , 2004 . The coincidence of bottom-up (thalamic) input and dendritic input (originating from both the local circuit as well as from other cortical areas Felleman and Van Essen 1991) in TTCs has been suggested to underlie cognitive associations and perceptual binding of external sensory inputs and internal cortical representations via dendritic nonlinearities (Felleman and Van Essen 1991; Larkum 2012) . Our simulations show that the recurrent activity in local cortical microcircuits consisting of 50-150 TTCs provides sufficient coincident dendritic input to trigger dendritic nonlinearities and thus significantly modulate the bottom-up signal. Moreover, replacing the somatic stimulus by a combination of somatic stimulus and dendritic stimulus at the main bifurcation did not change our results (not shown). Future studies should explore how top-down dendritic input, from other cortical areas, may contribute to this modulation, possibly by lowering the threshold for triggering dendritic nonlinearities ) and thereby increasing the amplification power for a given microcircuit size.
